**Psychology**  
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**Web Sites**

- [Mental Health](#)—Medline Plus recommended sources, evaluated by the National Library of Medicine.
- [Mental Health and Behavior](#)—quality web sites chosen for inclusion in Science.gov.
- [History of Psychology Resources](#)—maintained by Christopher Green, York University psychology professor.
- [Human Intelligence](#)—researchers, theories and testing of intelligence are covered in this site by Dr. Jonathan Plucker, Indiana University.
- [Risk Factors for Major Mental Disorders: A Review of Epidemiological Literature](#)—National Institutes of Mental Health funded research reports.
- [Other NIMH publications](#)—mostly for patients and families
- [Scholarly Psychology Sources on the Web](#)—from PsychWeb internet site maintained by Dr. Russell Dewey, Georgia Southern University.
- [How to Read and Evaluate a Scientific Research Paper](#)
- [How to Read a Research Article](#)—article in *Journal for Specialists in Pediatric Nursing* advises clinicians how to read research article.

See also

- [Substance Abuse Counseling](#)—AC Library recommended sources.
- [APA Citation Style](#)—AC Library handout

**AC Library Databases**

[Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection](#)

- [View a tutorial](#) on this database

**Electronic Books**

Note: There are a number of books on a variety of aspects of psychology and mental health in the [NetLibrary eBooks](#) database. These are just a few samples. Please log in using your WebAdvisor ID and password

**Print Books**

Psychology books are located in the 100 area of the Dewey Decimal Classification System used in the Amarillo College library collection and the Amarillo Public Libraries.